PROPOSAL

Client

Arrival date

Departure date

Persons

Main activity

Other activities

Accommodation & meals

Transport in Scotland

Budget

4 adults & 2 children

Driven partridge shooting & stag stalking

Riding

4 - 5-star hotel

Hire car, self-drive

Not specified

Telephone: 0044 (0)131 2026504

Itinerary
Day
Sun

Date

Activity
Arrival into Edinburgh Airport

Accommodation
Castle & Spa Hotel,

Collect your rental car and then drive north to your accommodation in

Highland Perthshire

the heart of Highland Perthshire (about 2 hours driving direct)
Check-in

Mon

Breakfast

Castle & Spa Hotel,

08:30 Your fishing guide will meet you at your accommodation and from

Highland Perthshire

there you will follow in your car to the place of fishing on the River Tay
09:00 -17:00 Spinning for Atlantic salmon and trout on a private beat on
the River Tay, for 3 fishers using hired equipment and accompanied by
an expert fishing guide for the day

Tue

Breakfast

Castle & Spa Hotel,
Highland Perthshire

The day free to explore the beautiful area of Highland Perthshire,
perhaps visiting; Blair Castle, Blair Atholl Distillery, Edradour Distillery,
The House of Bruar and the Falls of Bruar

Wed

Breakfast

Castle & Spa Hotel,

08:45 Drive to the stalking meeting point

Highland Perthshire

09:00 Red deer stag / fallow buck stalking, for 1 hunter using an estate
rifle and accompanied by an expert estate deer stalker. (1 stag limit)

Thurs

Breakfast & hotel check-out

5-star Castle Hotel,
Scottish Borders

Drive to your accommodation in the Scottish Borders (allow 3 hours
driving direct)
En route you have the opportunity to visit Dunkeld, Dunkeld Cathedral,
The Dunkeld Hermitage, Scone Palace and Rosslyn Chapel
Hotel check-in
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Fri

Breakfast

Castle Hotel, Scottish
Borders

08:30 Drive to the shoot meeting point
Driven partridge shooting, for 2 guns shooting as part of a line of 8 guns
accompanied by an estate gamekeeper, beaters, pickers up and dogs.
200 bird day
09:00 Safety talk by the head keeper
c.09:30 – c.11:00 2 drives
c.11:00 Elevenses
c.11:30 1 drive
c.13:00 Cooked lunch
c.14:30 1 or 2 drives (dependent on the bag count and the weather)
15:30 – 16:00 Shooting ends

Sat

Breakfast

Castle Hotel, Scottish

08:30 Your fishing guide will meet you at your accommodation and from

Borders

there you will follow in your car to the place of fishing on the River
Tweed
09:00 -17:00 Fly-fishing for Atlantic salmon and trout on a private beat
on the River Tweed, for 3 fishers using hired equipment and
accompanied by an expert fishing guide for the day

Sun

Breakfast

Castle Hotel, Scottish
Borders

09:40 Drive to the riding stables
10:00 – 12:00 a 2 hour guided horse ride through the beautiful Scottish
Borders countryside, for 2 adults
The afternoon free to explore the beautiful area of the Scottish Borders
including the opportunity to visit Melrose Abbey and Glenkinchie
Distillery
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Mon

Breakfast

4-star Hotel,
Edinburgh City

08:30 Drive to the shoot meeting point

Centre

Driven partridge shooting, for 2 guns shooting as part of a line of 8 guns
accompanied by an estate gamekeeper, beaters, pickers up and dogs.
200 bird day
09:00 Safety talk by the head keeper
c.09:30 – c.11:00 2 drives
c.11:00 Elevenses
c.11:30 1 drive
c.13:00 Cooked lunch
c.14:30 1 or 2 drives (dependent on the bag count and the weather)
15:30 – 16:00 Shooting ends Drive to your accommodation in
Edinburgh city centre (allow 1 hour 20 minutes)

Tue

Breakfast

4-star Hotel,
Edinburgh City

The day free to explore Edinburgh, Scotland’s beautiful and historic
capital city with the opportunity to visit Edinburgh Castle, Holyrood
Palace, Arthur’s Seat and the Royal Yacht Britannia

Wed

Breakfast
Hotel check-out
Return to Edinburgh Airport in time for departure (allow 30 - 40 minutes
driving direct)
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Centre

Castle, Highland Perthshire
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Castle, Scottish Borders
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4-star Hotel Edinburgh
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Services excluded:
Flights & transport

Lunches (while not shooting partridge) drinks and
dinners

Travel insurance

Gratuities: Gamekeeper, estate stalker, fishing guide &
ghillie

Shotgun cartridges whilst game shooting (provided but

Trophy preparation, shipping and venison

payable directly to the keeper)
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Services included:
1 day of spinning for Atlantic salmon and trout on

1 day of fly-fishing for Atlantic salmon and trout on a

a private beat on the River Tay, for 3 fishers

private beat on the River Tweed, for 3 fishers using

using hired equipment and accompanied by an

hired equipment and accompanied by an expert

expert fishing guide for the day

fishing guide for the day

The services of an expert River & Green fishing

Hire of 3 full sets of salmon fishing equipment, for 2

guide for 2 days while fihsing

days of fishing

2 days of driven partridge shooting, for 2 guns

The services of estate game keepers, beaters and

shooting as part of a line of 8 guns accompanied

dogs for 2 days whilst shooting

by an estate gamekeeper, beaters, pickers up
and dogs.
200 birds per day (split between 8 guns)

Use of 2 estate shotguns, for 2 days

Full cooked shoot lunches whilst shooting driven
partridge, for 2 guns

1 day of red deer stag / fallow buck stalking, for 1

Use of 1 hired rifle, for 1 day of stag / fallow buck

hunter using an estate rifle and accompanied by

stalking

an expert estate deer stalker.
1 stag limit

The services of an estate stalker, for 1 day of

A a 2 hour guided horse ride through the beautiful

stag / fallow buck stalking

Scottish Borders countryside, for 2 adults

4 nights’ accommodation in a Castle & Spa

4 nights’ accommodation in a Castle Hotel, Scottish

Hotel, Highland Perthshire

Borders

1 Castle double room and 1 Woodland Suite

1 double room and 1 large Junior Suite with 2 extra

room with 2 extra children’s beds, for 4 adults

children’s beds, for 4 adults and 2 children with full

and 2 children with full Scottish breakfast

Scottish breakfast included

included
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2 nights’ accommodation in a 4-star Hotel,

The “on-call” support of your designated R&G

Edinburgh City Centre

representative for the duration of your time in Scotland

1 double room and 1 Family Room, for 4 adults
and 2 children with full Scottish breakfast
included

Partridge Shooting
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Stag stalking
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Salmon fishing
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Edinburgh
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Price
The total price of this holiday package for 4 adults and 2 children is £19,071 (approximately equivalent to
$24,602).
Please note that we cannot reserve accommodation or sporting activities until we receive your
confirmation of acceptance of this proposal.
A deposit of 25% of the total price of the vacation package is payable on the date of reservation. The deposit
invoice and advice on acceptable payment methods will accompany your Booking Confirmation. The balance
will fall due 60 days before the start date of the vacation. We will send you an invoice in advance of that date.
Fees are payable in Pounds Sterling. By making payment of your deposit you are agreeing to be contractually
bound by our Terms & Conditions as presented on this page of our website: https://www.rivergreen.com/terms-conditions/
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